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Grade
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High Tech

Whip (Cord Restraint)

3 inner diameters

for most 12 16 ga. cords.

Eliminates frayed cord

ends, exposed live

wires and shock.

Wiring Terminals Soldering Slots&

Electrical Connections Guaranteed

The Locking Mechanism
US Patent  5,921,799

Strong hard brass 'Lockers' are spring loaded to
drop into and lock onto both plug prong holes
AUTOMATICALLY.

Guaranteed to  LOCK All the time.

Tensions and micro shocks destroy and fray cords. This cable clamp, secured to

the cable, inside rests against the soft rubber whip acting to absorb shocks

eliminating ruined, frayed cords. Safety issues are no longer a problem.

'Floating' Cable Clamp.

The whip is
cut to allow for
the cord width

No Whip
req'd for

10 ga. cord

Whip has 3
inner dia. for
12 16 ga. cords.
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16
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The Qwik Lok uses long life Beryllium Copper

alloys vs. brass, stainless steel or phosphor bronze.

Non corrosive. Non arcing.

: Highly conductive 55% vs. 15%

2X number of contact points 5 vs. 1, 2 or 3

: Retention ability. 1,000,000+ cycles

a:

b

c:

d

Damaged & corroded plugs still work (within limits).

POWER EVERY TIME!

NO Burnouts;

NO Dangerous Arcing;

NO Costly Downtime.

Hospitals, TV & Film and heavy duty industry demand

zero failure rates

Both and

. They, UL, CSA and International

Standards require a soldered connection for safety.

The Qwik Lok uses a unique terminal design an

'optional use' soldering slot.

All 3 wires for the

strongest connection possible. It will not give way

The wires are then lead to a for optional,

optimal performance when used.

This feature found on our Hospital Grade unit is a standard

feature on the Qwik Lok Professional.

wrap 180 around the terminal screws

soldering slot

°

Automatic Locking

Plug it in.
You Hear it. You Feel it!

Simple!

' .CLICK' LOCKED!

It's LOCKED!

Unlocking . . .

It's UNLOCKED!
Pull the Yellow Collar Back.

Simple!

Same action on air, hydraulic &
water hose quick connect
couplings.

The Qwik Lok is a
: staying connected; worn out, burnt out and poor electrical connections; hard or too

easy to insert or withdraw plugs in cold weather or hot weather; a
;  f bad terminal connections;  wires

coming loose;  short life and not durable.

superior, hi tech solution for unintended disconnection and safety issues
such as

rcing;  corrosion;  bulky,
unstreamlined shapes that get snagged    rayed cords;

Virtually all of these issues have been solved.

SUPERIOR Design BEST Materials LONG Life! ! !

WORKS EVERY TIME!
Use anywhere: outside, inside, salty air, scorching heat,
arctic cold, desert, dirt, mud, concrete, chemicals,
mining, metal shops, sawdust, you name it!
(It can handle limited wet situations but is not
designed for marine use)

(NOTE:  Some solvents adversely affect polycarbonates -
check  the label for compatibility)
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Technical Features

Qwik-Lok's are used in the

Space Shuttle ProgramNASA

Your Dealer is

                     

                  

COMPANY


